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CHAPTER 5 INTELLIGENT SERVICE MACHINE (ISM) 

A traditional service industry generally adopts the physical medium in co-producing service 

systems, while the emerging service industry is increasingly exerting the electronic medium 

(Tien & Berg, 2003) so as to raise service productivity. As a consequence, the competitive 

position of a service company now depends much on its ability to use technologies through 

innovative electronic delivery channels. This study presents the new concept of intelligent 

service machine to made service companies take into account systematic and quantitative 

capability for service productivity and satisfaction (in analogy to the machine metaphor in 

the manufacturing era). For machine’s metaphor, a service machine can be composed of 

subsystems/components to co-create the service productivity and satisfaction. This study 

proposes a new conceptual model of intelligent service machine, followed by an exemplifier 

of an intelligent service machine. 

5.1 Metaphor: Machine and Service Productivity 

The cognition of machines is those of mechanical parts, while the distributed cognition 

refers to the manufacturing cognitive process wherever it may take into consideration the 

functional relationships of parts participating in the manufacturing process (Imaz & Benyon, 

2007). In modern industrialized economies, various machines represent a natural evolution 

of economies from pre-industrial to industrial and finally to postindustrial societies. During 

the past a century, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of machines used in 

human life. Many inventions of machine allow enterprises or individuals to efficiently 

complete works with productivity in manufacturing or daily life. To understand 

organizations, theorists have usually compared them to machines or games. Each of these 

metaphors captures only part of the essence of organizations. As services are multifaceted, 

the organizations that deliver services should necessarily be multidimensional and dynamic 

systems (Swartz et. al, 1995).  
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 Metaphor is a cross-domain mapping (Imaz & Benyon, 2007). Machines accordingly 

were viewed as a metaphor for productivity. The metaphor of a service machine is believed 

to empower the service system with a systematic and quantitative capability for service 

productivity arising within a series of activities of intangible nature and taking place in the 

interactions among service participants.  

Today the service economy and experience economy emerges (Prahalad & 

Ramaswamy, 2004), this study expounds on service systems with a systematic and 

quantitative capability to contribute to service productivity in human life. In other words, 

we also share the view that the notion of machine can significantly effectuate the 

productivity in the emergent service and experience economy (Tung & Yuan, 2007).  

Intelligent Service Machine (ISM) then refers to an intelligent service system design 

(Tung & Yuan, 2007) of the service machine featuring the embodied cognition of 

co-production in terms of modeling and automating the cognitive process and knowledge 

representations as required. Meanwhile, simple service machines are often used in 

combination as components of more complex service machines. A good construct of simple 

service machines would create a great impact on the service productivity, satisfaction and 

innovation, hence, lead to a greater economic value of the service offering in the service 

economy and experience economy.  

5.2 Socio-Technical Systems (STS) 

Information system, in general, is composed of technical and social subsystems. A physical 

example for this is a hospital where people are organized, e.g. in social systems like teams 

or departments, to do tasks for which they use technical systems like computers or x-ray 

machines. In other words, a service system is composed of two jointly independent, but 

correlative interacting systems (the social and the technical), and the service-system 

designer should conceptualize a service work system as a set of complementary or 

interdependent information systems (Bostrom & Heinen, 1977) with the objective of both 

the social and technical systems being jointly optimized. 
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The Socio-Technical Systems (STS) perspective was developed to explain the critical 

relationships that exist between people and technology (Bostrom, 1997; LU&CAI, 2000). 

Joint optimization considers that the most effective arrangement within human 

organizations is that which integrates the demand of both technical and social aspects of 

interactions. It is capable of self-regulation in terms of technical and social requirements 

(Swartz, et. al., 1995). In this study, the context of service machine a service system 

conducts the specific functions within a metaphorical container which involves the 

interaction of social and technical systems. 

Bostrom MISQ 1977Bostrom MISQ 1977Bostrom MISQ 1977

Figure 5-1 social-technical systems (STS) 

5.3 Simple Service Machine (SSM) 

As services are multifaceted, the organizations that deliver services should necessarily be 

multidimensional and dynamic systems. Systems theory provides appropriate integrative 

models with which to understand service organizations and the change initiatives that they 

are implementing (Swartz, et. al. 1995). Bijker (1995) identified the causal technical and 

social elements that form the interactions of all relevant factors and actors and influence the 

trajectory of technological and social outcomes, and these salient elements include goals, 

problem solving strategy, solution requirements, theories, tacit knowledge, and design 

methods.

A simple service machine consists of the salient attribute elements as parts regarded 

within the context of socio-technical systems, setting forth the capabilities of service 

systems in support of the value co-creation process with the underlying objectives of 
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maximized satisfaction and optimal productivity. Meanwhile, in the value co-creation 

process customer and provider can share and integrate their knowledge and form a shared 

reality. This shared reality could be examined by the perspective lens on purpose 

(intentions of stakeholders), context (circumstances of stakeholders), and content 

(information and decisions rendered by stakeholders w.r.t. their purposes and contexts) (Lu 

and CA, 2000). Accordingly, the construct model of a simple service machine embraces the 

shared reality of purpose, context, and content.

Bijker (1995) argued that a technological frame comprises the elements that influence 

the interactions within relevant social groups and lead to the attribution of meanings to 

technical artifacts. The  construct model of a simple service machine includes the STS 

salient elements embodying the shared reality of the value co-creation process empowered 

by the machine metaphor: (1) goal/purpose of service productivity and satisfaction (2) 

problem solving strategy of collaborative (facilitated, mediated or assisted) (3) solution 

requirements of minimized cost and maximized satisfaction (4) theory borrowed from other 

disciplines, such as natural and social theories used to construct the service system (5) tacit 

knowledge of the information, knowledge and decisions of people involved in the service 

process (6) design method of the synthesized artifact of service system characterized by its 

measurable functions, goals, and adaptability in accord with the circumstances of customer 

and provider (Figure 5-2 and Table 5.1) 

Table 5.1 The construct model of a simple service machine 

The salient attribute elements The shared reality of value co-creation 

Goals service productivity and satisfaction 

Problem solving strategy  Collaborative services 

Solution requirements  minimized cost and maximized satisfaction 

Theories inter-disciplinary  

Tacit knowledge information, knowledge and decision of people 

involved

Design method synthesized artifact 
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 The conceptual model of simple service machine is therefore made of the parts of the 

salient attribute elements regarded within the context of socio-technical systems, setting 

forth the capabilities of service systems in support of the value co-creation process with the 

underlying objectives of maximized satisfaction and optimal productivity. 

Figure 5-2 Simple service machine (SSM) is a hybrid of STS and SSME 

The design of ISM is derived from the embodied theory within the socio-technical 

aspects of a simple service machine. To amplify service productivity and customer 

satisfaction, a simple service machine can be equipped with the capability of intelligent 

service machine design. On the other hand, a significant attention (as itemized in Table 5.1) 

has been drawn to service concept design for service innovation in terms of a new research 

area of IT-enabled services that apply the insights from the SSME perspectives. We 

therefore argue that ISM can be regarded as an important capability to service system 

design in order to enforce a systematic and quantitative service delivery with intelligent 

specifics. Thus, ISM can be viewed as a tool to accomplish systematic service innovation.  

5.4 Intelligent Service Machine (ISM) 

Intelligent design, in general, is aimed at modeling and automating the cognitive process and 

knowledge representations that can be applied to design problem. Their dynamics are driven 

by the constantly shifting value of knowledge distributed among customer and provider, 

evolving in difficult to predict ways owing to naturally emergent interactions among 
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customer and provider. For this purpose, we define an intelligent service machine (ISM) as a 

simple service machine modeling and automating particular cognitive process and 

knowledge representations (that are characterized with the salient element of the embodied 

theory in support of the value co-creation process with the underlying objectives of 

maximum satisfaction and optimal productivity). The design of ISM is derived from the 

embodied theory within the socio-technical aspects of a simple service machine. To amplify 

service productivity and customer satisfaction, a simple service machine can be equipped 

with the capability of intelligent service machine design.  

 Service systems design using SSM and ISM just as information system development 

using system analysis and design. First, investigation is required to identify why the firms 

need the information system for business strategy; Second, analysis refers to what the 

information system needs the function and procedures for business strategy. Third, design is 

used to identify how to design system according to the results of analysis, such as system 

framework, system components. Fourth, development is about how to implement the 

information system. In analogy to system analysis and design, SSM is used to explore why 

and what underlie the service system design; ISM is used to explore how the service system 

design could be unfolded (Figure 5-3). 

Figure 5-3 SSM and ISM for CSS design 

 A service system concerns people, model, architecture, technologies for modeling and 

automating the service process. Social system and technical system were created in support 

of constructing information system just as the attribute elements were specified in support of 

constructing service system. Service machine consists of the attribute elements which ground 

on socio-technical system (STS). Aligning the attribute elements is to expose the new and 
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better opportunities offered for modeling and designing innovative service system (Lamb 

Kling 2003). 

As the effects of both SSM and ISM must be verified, this study is also to showcase the 

three practical applications using prototypes that have employed the analysis-development 

tools to the CSS development. For instance, collaborative music content creation service 

system (DesignStorming), cooperative mobile phone design service system (iMobileDesign), 

and personalized interior design service system (iInteriorDesign) within the service industry 

of artwork design using web information technology, for example,             

SOA, Web Services, XML, SOAP, WSDL, and UDDI etc. 


